
8 of the top 15 medical device companies 
in the world now use rep-centric learning 
and development strategies to unlock peak 
productivity and eliminate training costs
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A medical device rep turns a corner while driving to one 
of the biggest meetings of the year when a jolt from 
under his car forces a change of plans: he just ran over a 
pothole and now needs to swap out his tire, except he’s 
never actually done a tire change by himself before. What 
does he do? In 2019, he calmly pulls up YouTube and 
absorbs a user-generated video demonstration of exactly 
how to perform the tire change on the make, model, 
and year of his car before turning around, grabbing his 
tools, and successfully executing the task himself. Within 
twenty minutes he’s back on the road driving toward the 
hospital feeling ready for anything. 

This is what it feels like to be ready in a world where you 
can pull a device out of your pocket and quickly extract 
whatever day-to-day lessons you need from somebody 
else’s life experiences. Medical device reps already use 
consumer apps like Waze to learn about open routes in 
real time based on other drivers’ experience of current 
road conditions, or even Duolingo to practice and learn 
new languages using friendly competition with other 
would-be travelers. But what about the tasks involving 
the substance of medical device reps’ work? What if 
our rep were to hit a different kind of “pothole:”a glance 
at the doctors’ surgery schedule revealing she uses a 
competitive shoulder anchor system that our rep hasn’t 
had experience selling against? Our rep would need a 
debrief with a colleague to understand how to position 
the value of the company’s product with the surgeon, but 
unfortunately, no one is available..
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But what if our rep could pull up a peer video demonstration 
of how to perform this task too? He could open an app 
and not only search for content specific to this scenario, 
but also receive scenario-specific recommendations 
of system-curated example videos detailing how to 
articulate the value of his product in comparison to 
the competitive one—created by fellow medical device 
reps, themselves. He’d watch one and absorb internal 
best practices while scanning recommendations for 
supporting collateral and other customer-facing content 
that scroll by throughout the video. He’d take ten minutes 
to “bone up” in the hallway before catching the surgeon, 
articulating value, and then turning around to create a 
recap video for the team himself.

Agile approaches to sales readiness ensures medical 
device reps are “ready“ even in instances where 
conventional definitions of the word would say they 
are not. With a small bit of additional context from 
colleagues, our rep can walk into that meeting without 
needing to wing it. Instead of relying solely on formal 
learning, agile approaches to sales readiness empower 
reps with learning in the flow of their daily work. 
Traditional learning content and sales collateral takes 
weeks or months to create, so agile approaches 
to sales readiness empower reps with content 
captured “in the wild” by other successful reps at 
their company. And instead of only collaborating 
through formally scheduled conference calls that are 
too difficult to coordinate—or through messaging 
apps that memorialize the conversation but lack the 
richness of information conveyed in face-to-face 
interactions—agile approaches to sales readiness 
bridge the gap with collaboration that uses video to 
enable reps, managers, and subject matter experts to 
work together in complex ways asynchronously. Sales 
readiness today demands more than just learning, 
content, or collaboration by itself; it demands an agile 

approach that combines all three to drive measurable 
business impact.

But what does the research say? Sales organizations 
whose reps consistently hit quota enable their reps with 
a combination of these three elements. SiriusDecisions’ 
2018 Sales Talent Study revealed that high-performing 
sales reps—those who have made quota for at least the 
last two years—list in-field observation of others, on-the-
job informal learning, and peer collaboration as their top 
three sources of learning. According to recent McKinsey 
research, top-performing sales organizations are 67% 
more likely to provide frequent sales capability training 
than their underperforming peers, while providing ongoing 
access to coaching, reinforcement, and short videos of  
top performers demonstrating their approaches. 

Read on to explore a real-life example of how sales 
enablement leaders at a global therapeutic device 
manufacturer are using Allego’s sales learning and 
readiness platform to combine these elements for better 
rep performance. Consider the tactics discussed in this 
case study when formulating your readiness strategy.

Agile learning, agile content 
and agile collaboration at work

https://intelligentgrowth.siriusdecisions.com/sales-enablement-leader/sales-enablement-for-the-first-line-sales-manager
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-five-things-sales-growth-winners-do-to-invest-in-their-people
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-five-things-sales-growth-winners-do-to-invest-in-their-people
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When our rep found himself pulled over on the side of 
the road with a punctured sidewall and little recollection 
of his driver’s ed lesson about changing a flat tire, it 
was unlikely he’d open the glovebox and read through a 
manual. In 2019, he took out his phone and found a peer 
video demonstration on YouTube. Agile learning matches 
this informal mode of learning in our daily lives with the 
learning we experience in the workplace.

In a real-world example, a global therapeutic device 
manufacturer faced a steep increase in revenue targets 
for the coming year, and the Director of Clinical Sales 
Enablement needed to find a way to improve sales 
among the firm’s middle- and bottom-performing regions. 
To address this, she implemented an agile approach 
approach that promoted broader knowledge sharing 
among teams. The Director first established baseline 

concept understanding using traditional training practices, 
but then followed up by empowering top performers and 
clinical application specialists with the means to create 
and share short videos featuring key takeaways from sales 
calls, top pitches, how-to’s for using various sales collateral, 
and general tips and tricks.

The Director used these videos to build a library of best 
practices by setting up on-demand video channels that 
middle- and bottom-performing reps could access from 
their mobile devices. Reps would watch them while sitting 
in hospital parking lots before sales calls, and absorb 
hard-won wisdom accumulated by top performers. 
Underperforming reps were given the opportunity to 
observe top salespeople describing key product attributes, 
as well as critical assembly and configuration information 
to better understand how their successful peers operate. 
Managers and reps would engage in agile collaboration 
to prep for calls by sharing short videos back and forth 
to zero in on best approaches remotely. Throughout the 
course of the year, the firm was able to increase sales in 
the middle- and bottom-performing regions by 41% and 
38%, respectively, with five out of six regions exceeding 
quota. The company achieved its revenue goals and 
closed out the year successfully.

These tactics showcase the power of a readiness program 
that harnesses the natural learning process which 
employees undergo every day. Organizations looking 
to quickly improve performance should build on the 
knowledge of their best people by making it easy for them 
to collaborate and share it with others. When all employees 
can access this organizational knowledge at the moment 
of need, a virtuous cycle ensues where everyone is 
intrinsically motivated to share their expertise and learn 
from one another.

Global therapeutic device manufacturer takes  
an agile approach to sales readiness
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https://www.allego.com/platform-services/mobile-video-sales-learning-platform/
https://www.allego.com/platform-services/mobile-video-sales-learning-platform/
https://p.allego.com/RdMIrKmdxLQZ
https://p.allego.com/RdMIrKmdxL2Z
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Allego’s agile sales learning and readiness platform elevates sales team 
performance by combining training, practice, coaching and knowledge 
sharing into one app, streamlined for the rapid pace of sales. With Allego, 
sales teams onboard faster, confidently deliver the right messaging, rapidly 
adopt best practices, as well as coach, practice, and collaborate more 
broadly among peers and the home office.

Conclusion
It’s not enough to ‘set it and forget it’ when it comes 
to sales readiness. Learning needs to be agile and 
continuous to ensure medical device reps remain 
equipped in an ever-evolving world. Harnessing the 
power of agile content gives organizations the ability to 
supply reps and their customers with an ongoing stream 
of system-curated information and collateral that they 
naturally engage with because the content simulates 
face time with real players in the arena. Empowering 
reps and managers with agile collaboration provides 
training and enablement organizations with the means 
to help teams perform at the highest level by leveraging 
the collective knowledge at a velocity not possible 
before. Agile approaches to sales readiness incorporate 
all three of these elements to drive compelling ROI for 
medical device sales organizations.

For more information about how Allego can help your 
firm take an agile approach to sales readiness, or to see 
the platform in action, click here.

https://www.allego.com/keep-in-touch/request-a-demo/

